In the multi-view video coding, both temporal and interview redundancies can be exploited by using standard block-based motion estimation technique. This paper describes a novel Bio-inspired neural networks model to enhance regions and extract contours of image for block-based motion estimation. We implements the optimized algorithm in the reference model of H.264 compiled by VC6.0, and chooses six typical video sequences for simulation comparison. Experiments performed show the good visual results which can reduces the computational complexity in a certain degree and enhances encoding efficiency with few changes in the reconstructed image quality and bit rate.
INTRODUCTION
Motion estimation (ME) plays a significant role in removing temporal redundancies between image frames in video coding systems. Motion estimation also performs up to 50% of the computations encountered in the entire coding system, and is remarked as the computationally most intensive part of the video coding system [1] .
Motion estimation is one of the key features for many vision and robotic application. Several methods have been proposed in the literature, but H.264/AVC is the most applicable method used to estimate motion. With high data compression ratio and good quality image, H.264/AVC has gained wide applications. While its superior performance is at the expense of rapidly increasing in computing complexity, which hinder its further application in real-time coding domain. Basically, for example, full search (FS), two dimensional logarithmic search (2-D LOGS) [2] , three step search (3SS) [3] , four step search (FSS) [4] , Hexagon-based search (HEXBS) [5] , Block-based gradient decent search (BBGDS) [6] and diamond search (DS) [7] are all typical of block-matching algorithms [8, 9] . Specifically, there are up to seven kinds of block size mode (BSM): [10] .
Bio-inspired neural networks, short for biologically inspired computing, is a field of study that loosely knits together subfields related to the topics of connectionism, social behaviour and emergence. It is often closely related to the field of artificial intelligence, as many of its pursuits can be linked to machine learning [11] . Using a bio-inspired approach wherein radial glial cells, which naturally guide neurons in the developing brain, enhance the attachment and directional outgrowth of neurons. Generally speaking, all these neurones remove a spike whenever their intemal potential exceeds some predefined threshold [12] . These bio-inspired neurons are more generalized than classical neural networks. Moreover the information in these bio-inspired networks can be coded in the phase and these codings make bio-inspired neurons mathematically much more powerful than classical neural networks [13] . This paper proposes a new approach using bio-inspired neural networks in order to reduce block-based motion estimation with low complexity. The proposed approach able to perform a preliminary segmentation of block-based image getting foreground. Next, we presents a image compression method which can guarantee the lossless encoding of the pixel datas with lower intrinsic entropy than original 16-bit images. The results show that the proposed approach reduces the motion up to 13.7% and search point up to 82% .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the proposed structure of bio-inspired neural networks. Section 3 studies the optimized algorithm principle and experimental results are shown in section 4. And finally a conclusion is drawn in section 5.
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THE STRUCTURE OF BIO-INSPIRED NEURAL NETWORKS 2.1. The Structure of Bio-inspired Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks generalize the mathematical models of the human cognition and neural biology. The frame of bio-inspired neural network is shown in Figure 1 . The input neuron nodes encode the image data presented to the network for processing. These nodes do not process the information, but simply distribute the information to other nodes in the next layer. These neurons provide the nonlinearities for the network and compute an internal representation of the data. The input layer is called data layer with I neurons. The output layer is called the feature layer with N neurons. Neurons of different layer is connected [14] . The input layer receives the input image and generates a few hypotheses at the output layer via the bottom-up pathway, the output layer then produces refined motion estimation image through the top-down pathway. The input layer is decided as the following equations:
where x i , q i are internal potential and the threshold respectively, and r i represents the relaxation level of neural networks I, and b i is the binary input.
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Refined motion image sequence G Input image sequence Figure 1 . The proposed bio-inspired neural network structure.
For the output layer, we have the following equations:
where d l (i,j) is the lateral distance and n 0 represent positive integer. Output functions which are widely used in the neural networks community are linear, sigmoidal and tansigmoidal. The expression for the output of the final summing node now becomes:
Associated with each neuron is a weight vector wij which represents the strength of the synapse connecting neuron j to neuron i. A positive synaptic weight corresponds to an excitatory synapse; a negative weight corresponds to an inhibitory synapse and a zero-valued synaptic weight indicates no connection between the two neurons.
The Structure of Transform-domain Transcoding
The tructure of transform-domain transcoding is shown in Figure 2 . All the neurons are initialized to zero neural activity. The target location is then read. Note that the network responds to the current location of the target, i.e., at any time it is assumed that the input image sequence is known. The way to update the neural activity is the key issue for the dynamic performance of the proposed method. The neural activity landscape is calculated twice in two sequential turns. The first neuron starts from (0, 0) and ends at (N -1, N -1), where N represents the number of rows or columns of the neural network, In order to generate the neural activity, the second turn starts from neuron (0, N-1) and ends at neuron (N-1, 0).
OUR OPTIMIZED ALGORITHM
Our search range algorithm was based on bio-inspired neural networks. An approximate functions SAD(X,Y) is used to get the low-resolution video frames for both the current and the reference frames. It is composed four distinct steps [15] :
(1) The first step is a preprocessing phase through which:
The median value called MVP and COL_MV in the dynamic part:
where MVP denotes the median value of the current block's neighboring blocks, wherein COL_MV is the block's motion vector in the previous frame. A vector followed by "_X(Y)" stands for its X(Y)-axis projected length based on the observation R defined as follows:
and E = SAD/ (M*N)
where E means the average pixel error, SAD represents the cost of the search center (0,0) and M*N is the size of the current block. The search of asymmetric cross-block can be expressed in following:
Where W is the size of search area, the search step composes the following three steps: 
for (k = 1; k < W/4; k++) { then:
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Where the character m is same meaning of 2 b1 , b1 denotes the number of bits of pixel resolution in the low resolution frames.
(3) Search for small triangle:
The assembly of candidate movement vectors can be defined:
The search step is following:
Early-Termination (4) The third can be expanded Hexagon search algorithm which can be divided into 2 steps:
Step 1: The definition of Hexagon search model:
Then:
If m min = cm 2 , jump to Step 2; otherwise jump to Step 1.
Step 2: Search Algorithm for Diamond:
If m min = cm, then End
EXPERIMENT RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 4.1. Experiment Research
In the following, we will do some simulations research to prove the efficiency of our algorithms. We will use JM 10.1 reference software and different types of video sequences with QCIF format are adopted as test materials. We set each sequence 100 frames to test as they represent a wide range of motion contents and video formats, which can make the simulation results more correct. The test conditions are the following: all video sequences are tested under the windows XP operating system, and image's YUV = 4:2:0, some parameters' setting like this: InputFile = "video sequence needed to test", FramesToBeEneoded = 100, FrameRate = 30.0, SourceWidth = 176, SourceHeight = 144, UseHadamard = l, SearehRange = 16, UseFME = 1, NumberRefereneeFrames = 5, QP = 28, others parameters are default setting. Here are our test consequences (Table1). Enc.T indicates the whole time spent on encoding process, and ME.T has the similar meaning of motion estimation. Rate.Enc means the saving rate compared the original UMHexagonS with UMHexagonS + Proposed ASR on encoding time, and so does the Rate.ME. Table. 1 is the test consequences compare PSNR bit rate Enc.T ME.T between our optimized algorithm and UMHexagonS. Figure 3 . is the image SNR of different sequential (DS template). Figure 4 . is various test sequence between our optimized algorithm and UMHexagonS.
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EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS
In our experiment, three layered neural networks which include input layer, hidden layer and output layer fully connected network are used. As image contain structure information, we then divide the input image space into a number of sub-spaces. The grid of neurons with 40 rows by 200 columns ((40 ¥ 200) is chosen for the specific image segmentation implementation. The input is normalized and the initial weighting vectors of the neurons are set equal to the coordinates of the points extracted from the input image. After the process of adaptation of the bio-inspired neural network, the weighting vectors of the input neurons will have values identical to the appropriate points.
The test consequence is shown in Table 1 where the proposed method reduces both encoding time and ME time while maintain relatively stable PSNR and bit rate. The useful objective metric peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is the ratio between the maximum value of a signal (255 for 8-bit video) and the quantization noise. PSNR can determined the visual quality of the proposed generalized quadtree motion compensation technique and the two-stage global motion compensation technique. The test vector of training phase is performed by addressing the network with the coordinates of selecting points sampled image randomly. The neuron with weight vector closest to signal will be selected to adjust its weight vector and its neighbouring neurons as well as modify their weight vectors. The neighbouring neurons are confined to a window of 3 ¥ 3 neurons throughout the network training. From the table, we can get the information that our proposed method can reduce both encoding time and ME time in a certain degree but maintaining relatively stable PSNR and bit rate [16] .
As shown in Figure 3 is the image SNR of different sequential (DS template). It shows the percentage of the 4 ¥ 4 blocks for which SAD was computed according to each frame and image. Figure 4 is various test sequence compare our optimized algorithm with other different algorithms, from which we can conclude that our proposed algorithm get better performance not only in reducing the total encoding time but also in motion estimation time compared to UMHexagonS. In addition, the new proposed method keeps a similar PSNR results on average except some single frames. Specially, the proposed algorithm behaves well on mobile and coastguard video sequence, which are the typical of big moving sequences. It will expand H.264's application.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
As a whole, in this paper we proposed a new bio-inspired neural network algorithms for block-based motion estimation. Simulation results show that our proposed method compared to the existing deficiencies, which can not only provide almost the same encoding quality but consumes less time both in encoding and motion estimation compared with the original UMHexagonS algorithm, but also can be very easily made compatible to a standard H.264 encoder/decoder. It also shows that our method is nearly the same as that obtained through operating directly on the sub-bands. It keeps a similar PSNR results on average except some single frames and also works well on mobile and coastguard video sequence, which are the typical of big moving sequences.
In the future, a sensitivity analysis with respect to the variation of the bioinspired neural network parameters will be conducted and adaptive methods will be considered to overcome the lack of robustness of the soft structure.
